In this paper, we develop an analytical approach to planning air traffic flow management (TFM) strategies under uncertain weather. To do that, we model the dynamics of an air traffic flow under uncertain weather as a discrete jump-linear system, which enacts the tracking of transient traffic congestion statistics. We then conduct a sensitivity analysis of traffic congestion to disturbances introduced by mean inflow rate and flow restriction constraint. The integrated framework of jump-linear modeling and sensitivity analysis permits optimal planning for flow redistribution and flow restriction redesign. We demonstrate the design procedure through an example of a major flow splitting into multiple flows that enter a bank of weather zones.
I. Introduction
TRATIGIC air traffic management is concerned with planning air traffic flows at a 2-15 hour look-ahead time, to resolve congestions caused by the imbalance between traffic demands and limited resources in the National Airspace System (NAS) [18] . Traffic performance at the strategic timeframe is complicated by significant weather uncertainty, and thus traffic planning needs to be robust to this uncertainty. Instead of simply viewing weather uncertainty as noises added to the traffic system, we have been pursuing approaches that exploit the uncertainty for strategic planning with improved performance. Specifically, in [13, 14] , we developed an effective numerical simulation-based planning approach. In this paper, we study an alternative analytical approach to planning that exploits weather uncertainty.
This analytical approach is based on a tractable jump-linear modeling framework that exploits weather uncertainty [2] . In particular, we model weather as Markov chains that modulate the traffic system modeled as queues. A stochastic linear approximation is applied to the integrated weather and traffic models, to formulate a jump-linear representation with nice tractability. Building on this modeling framework, we develop in this paper a sensitivitybased optimal planning approach. Specifically, considering a canonical scenario of a major flow splitting into multiple flows that enter a bank of weather zones, we study the sensitivity of the transient traffic congestion (measured by the number of delayed aircraft, or the so called "backlog'' over a time span) to the mean inflow rate and flow restriction. The sensitivity results lead to the design of optimal traffic management initiatives (TMIs), including rerouting and minute-in-trail (MIT) restrictions.
The main contribution of this paper lies in the optimal strategic planning based on the sensitivity analysis of jump-linear modeling framework. In our previous work, we conducted a sensitivity study of traffic performance subject to disturbances and showed that sensitivity results can help the planning of appropriate TMIs [6] . However, that work does not take specific transient weather impact modeling into the consideration. This paper advances the results in [6] to realistic transient weather models. Of relevance to this study, numerical optimal control and stochastic optimization approaches to management under weather uncertainties have been studied [15, 16, 17] . Our tractable analytical approach instead aims to provide a solution with insights on the properties of optimal TMIs. In particular, we show that the optimal TMIs preserve a simple sensitivity structure.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the jump-linear modeling framework that integrates transient weather models and traffic flow models. We also formulate the optimal rerouting and MIT restriction design problems. In Section III, we pursue the sensitivity analysis of traffic congestion to flow rate and restriction disturbances. In Section IV, we present results on the optimal TMI design. Section V includes a brief conclusion and discussion of future work.
II. The Jump-linear Modeling Framework and Problem Formulation
In this section, we first describe the modeling framework that integrates uncertain weather and flow dynamics, and then introduce a stochastic approximation that reformulates the original nonlinear model into a tractable jump linear representation, which enables us to analyze the system performance at low computational cost. Finally, we formulate two optimal TMI design problems to be investigated in this paper.
A. The Integrated Model for Uncertain Weather Driven Flow Dynamics
The integrated model for uncertain weather driven flow dynamics is composed of three parts: demand model, uncertain weather model, and queuing-type flow model [2] . The demand model captures the stochastic property of air traffic flows that enter a region. We here use [ ] to represent the number of aircraft entering a region at each time .
[ ] can be captured as a time-dependent Poisson process, with mean [ ].
The weather model captures the evolution of convective weather impact on traffic flows, using a finite state Markov chain [1, 4, 5] . In particular, each state , ∈ {1,2, … , }, in the Markov chain represents a weather stage during the evolution, and the ( , )-th entry in the transition matrix ∈ × captures the probability for the weather to evolve from state to state . In particular, at any time , all aircraft coming into a region enter the virtual buffer. The number of aircraft that can leave the buffer and enter this region, i.e., [ ], is constrained by the flow restriction [ ], the maximum number of aircraft allowed to pass at time . The other aircraft delayed in the buffer are captured by the backlog [ ], indicating the severity of traffic congestion. Therefore, the dynamics of this integrated model can be expressed using the following equations:
An illustration of the queuing model is shown in Figure 1 . It is referred to as a saturation model, due to the existence of saturation region. 
C. Problem Formulation
Consider a major flow splitting into flows that enter weather zones as shown in Figure 3 . Because of the uncertain weather at these weather zones, we can apply two TMIs to reduce traffic delay. The first TMI is rerouting, to redesign the flow fractions into each region. The second is MIT, to place restrictions at these weather zones. These two problems are mathematically formulated as follows. 
Optimal flow distribution design
Consider the model in Figure 3 . The mean inflow rate to queue is represented as , which is originated from a single major flow of mean inflow rate , and = ∑ =1 . The flow restriction at queue at time is represented as [ ] ∈ { 1 , 2 , … }, where is associated with the weather intensity of ∈ . We here assume that the uncertain weather model for each queue is known, and [ ] = ( [ ]). We denote the backlog for queue at time as [ ], which reflects the congestion of queue at time . We also denote the mean backlog at queue over a time span as ( ) to capture the transient congestion of queue . The evaluated time span should be long enough to cover the whole duration of convective weather development until the congestion is resolved. We aim to assign the mean inflow rate for 1 ≤ ≤ , such that the total mean backlog for all queues (i.e. ∑
( ) =1
) is minimized, subject to the following constraints:
 ∑ =1 = , where the total mean inflow rate is positive.
We denote the optimal mean inflow rate of queue as * .
Optimal flow restriction design
Consider the model in Figure 3 . Assume the air traffic flow at each queue is subject to a deterministic service rate [8] . When convective weather is present, the flow restriction is thus determined by both the management restriction and the weather-induced flow restriction, that is [ ] = { , ( [ ])} (6) Assuming that mean inflow rates are known, and the uncertain weather models are known for all queues ( is known), we aim to design the optimal management flow restriction of for each queue , such that the total mean backlog ∑ ( ) =1 is minimized, subject to the following constraints:
= , where is the total capacity, which is a positive constant value.
We denote the optimal management flow restriction for queue are * .
III. Sensitivity Study
As illustrated in our previous study [6] , sensitivities are useful measures to design optimal flow management strategies of insights. In this section, we first calculate traffic performance measured by the total mean backlog over a transient time span for the jump-linear model discussed in Section II.B, and then study its sensitivity to mean inflow rate and flow restriction disturbances. Note that the notations in this section are left in general terms for a single queue.
In another words, the subscripts representing specific queues in Section II.C are eliminated in this section. The sensitivity results will be used in section IV to solve the optimal TMI design problems formulated in Section II.C.
A. Total Mean Backlog
The dynamics of the transient backlog [ ] can be expressed in an explicit recursion form by applying a little bit algebra to Equations 2 [2, 8] . In particular, 
The mean of [ [ + 1]] is thus
is then:
The mean backlog [ [ ]] can then be calculated based on Equation 6 using
where 1× is a 1 × vector with all entries equal to one. Therefore, the total mean backlog ( ) during a time span[0, ] can be simply derived from Equation 7 , with
Therefore, the sensitivity of ( ) to inflow and capacity changes, represented as ( ) and ( ), can be captured by taking the derivative of ( ) with respect to and respectively, where is the flow restriction (or capacity reduction) when the weather intensity is ∈ .
B. Sensitivity to Mean Inflow Rate Changes
In this section, we analyze the sensitivity of ( ) to mean inflow rate , denoted as ( ). According to Equation 8 , the sensitivity ( ) of total mean backlog ( ) with respect to the mean inflow rate can be obtained by taking the derivate of T E(B) with respect to , which is 
As we can see from Figure 4 , Based on above analyses, we are now able to further simplify Equation 9. First, if the mean inflow rate is very small or very large under all weather conditions, ( [ ]) and ( [ ]) are independent from , which means that they are determined values for all [ ]. Note that Equation 4 can also be written as the summation of two matrices, with only one matrix containing , as shown below: 
and thus
Interestingly, under these two extreme conditions, the sensitivity ( ) is a constant value and is not influenced by . 9 can be further simplified [9] [10] as
Based on Equations 14-15 and
], we can obtain ( ) for any .
C. Sensitivity to Flow Restriction Changes
The sensitivity analysis for the total mean backlog ( ) with respect to a management flow restriction is similar to the above analyses. With the mean inflow rate and weather intensities = { 1 , 2 , … } determined, the two parameters ( [ ]) and ( [ ]) are dependent on the management flow restriction only when ≤ ( [ ]). We here use the following equations to capture such dependencies: 
IV. Sensitivity-based Optimal TMI Design
In this section, we solve the two optimal design problems discussed in Section II.C based on the sensitivity results that we developed in Section III. First, we show in Theorem 1 that the sensitivity to mean inflow rate is equal for each flow, very similar to the results in [6] . We then show in Theorem 2 that the sensitivity to each mean flow restriction is equal for each flow.
Theorem 1:
Consider the optimal flow distribution design problem described in Section II.C. Denote the sensitivity of ( ) to mean inflow rate as ( ). The optimal mean inflow rates * satisfy the following condition: there exists a constant such that ( ) = for all .
Proof 1:
The proof utilizes the Lagrange multiplier construct. It is very similar to Proof 1 in [6] and is thus omitted.
Theorem 2:
Consider the third design problem described in section II.C. The optimal flow management restriction * satisfy the following condition: there exists a constant such that ( * ) = for all .
Proof 2:
The proof is omitted as well.
V. Conclusions
This paper studies the sensitivities of transient air traffic performance to mean flow rate and flow restriction disturbances, and the use of them for potential optimal strategic TMI design. The sensitivity study builds on an integrated modeling framework of uncertain weather and flow dynamics, and a stochastic approximation that leads to the jump-linear analysis. We will pursue the usage of this analytical framework using realistic data, and extend the analysis to more general network settings.
